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 The primary subject of my diploma thesis is professional ethics related to 

carrying out advocacy in the Czech Republic and institutions related to the ethics of 

solicitors. 

 The reason for my choice of the aforementioned subject is mainly my 

experience in a legal office, where I have encountered many positive and negative 

approaches to carrying out this profession, and also the public’s interest in the ethics of 

advocacy, which is growing concurrently with the rising needs of citizens to use 

services by legal consultants and representatives. 

 In the first chapter of my work I describe the key terms (ethics, morals, law), 

definition of which is fundamental for understanding the issue of professional ethics and 

I also outline the mutual relations between these terms. 

 In the second chapter I briefly present the short but varied history of advocacy in 

the Czech Republic, which began in the 12
th

 Century. 

 The third chapter focuses on definition of the institute of professional ethics. 

The first part concerns professional ethics as a set of moral standards valid for a specific 

profession and the second part defines professional ethics in relation to carrying out 

advocacy. 

 The third part of the third chapter is called the solicitor’s profile. Apart from the 

ethical-psychological profile of a solicitor, it also lists a solicitor’s theoretically ideal 

characteristics and skills. I also devoted a significant part to communication and 

rhetoric. When carrying out his profession a solicitor comes into constant contact with 

clients, colleagues and judges and so must be capable of carrying out a dialogue with 

them and managing potential confrontational situations. 

 The first part of the fourth chapter briefly defines the current legal regulations 

concerning advocacy, including statutory prerequisites essential for due performance of 

the profession of solicitor. 

 The second part is devoted to specific principles of the professional ethics of 

solicitors, which arise from the relevant provisions of the European Union Code of 



Ethics for Solicitors, the Charter of Key Principles of European Advocacy, the Czech 

Code of Ethics for Advocacy and Act no. 85/1996 Coll., on Advocacy. 

 In my diploma thesis I used information obtained from specialist literature and 

from magazines, treatises and online sources, as well as from conversations with my 

colleagues from the legal office. 

 The purpose of my work was to define and describe the main issues of 

professional ethics for solicitors and related subjects. 

 


